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ICU survivors have been shown to face memory loss during and 
after their ICU stays, which contributes the psychological issues. ICU 
digital diary has been proven as a way of filling the memory gap, thus 
avoiding the development of these mental issues. EMC has currently 
been working on the implementation of the digital diary and a 
tailored strategy should be considered to support ICU nurses in using 
the digital diary. 

As ChatGPT’s potential in the field of the ICU, this project starts 
with the assignment to explore the possibilities of ChatGPT for ICU 
digital diary in the context of the ICU. Leveraging a multidisciplinary 
approach, the project amalgamates insights from nurse practices, 
interface design, and the ChatGPT technology. Drawing on 
meticulous literature review, direct observations, and interviews, the 
results highlighted nurses’ need for patient information visualisation 
and guidance in their diary writing, and the possible application that 
ChatGPT could provide in the digital diary. Based on the insights from 
research activities, a web application - Patient Diary Toolkit - was 
designed and developed through three rounds of design iterations. 
There are basically four main functionalities in this design: reviewing 
the patient diary, adding messages, diary tracker and ChatGPT-based 
assistant supporting nurses’ diary writing. 

This design was evaluated with 15 participants and 5 experts through 
comparative testing and expert interviews, with the aim of getting 
insights from their perspectives about the usability, the user experience 
and the future potential of the design. The results show that the 
interface is intuitive and easy to understand, and the introduction of 
the ChatGPT-based assistant offers a practical solution for supporting 
nurses’ diary writing. Future recommendations including further 
research, optimisation of the functionality, future-focused solutions 
and user experience improvement have been discussed. 
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Introduction
This chapter aims to introduce the project background, research question, and 
project approach. Thsi section is where this graduation project begins.

01
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1.1 Project Background

Introduction

Each year, over 30,000 pat ients are 
admitted to EMC and they stay in ICU for 
an average of 6 to 7 days (Erasmus, 2021). 
Advances in critical care medicine have 
allowed ICU patients to save their lives, but 
various problems remain in improving their 
long-term prognosis (Inoue et al., 2019). ICU 
survivors have been shown to face common 
psychological issues during recovery, 
including anxiety, depression and PTSD 
(Jones et al., 2010) and studies have shown 
that more than half of patients develop new 
physical, mental and/or cognitive problems 
after ICU stays (Geense et al., 2021), which 
are collectively called PICS. 

Research is found that using ICU diaries 
in the ICU has many benef i ts  for al l 
stakeholders involved in the ICU. ICU 
diaries can help patients to understand 
what is happening during their ICU stay 
and the recovery process, thus avoiding the 
development of psychological problems 
(Brandao Barreto et al., 2021). Through 
the relevant studies, it has been shown that 
the ICU diary could reduce patients’ anxiety 
and depression (McIlroy et al., 2019). For 
healthcare professionals from hospitals, 
reading ICU diaries and interacting with 

patients can help them improve the quality 
of patient daily care in a mental way 
(Haakma et al., 2022). Currently, Erasmus 
MC is working on the implementation of the 
Post-ICU, which is a digital version of the 
journal to provide personal information to 
ICU patients and their families. The research 
suggests that a tailored strategy should be 
considered to support ICU nurses in using 
Post-ICU since there are still some barriers 
for nurses in using Post-ICU.

With the rapid growth of AI, virtual assistants 
have begun to rule various industries. It 
is a computer program that engages the 
user in text messages within the website or 
application. This technique is now widely 
used in analyzing symptoms, managing 
medications, and even monitoring chronic 
diseases (L IGS Univers i ty,  2021).  AI 
assistants can increase the communication 
between patients-nurses and relative-nurses 
(Laranjo at el., 2018). Such technology 
proves to be cost-effective and can decrease 
the gap between health and well-being. 
Recent technological advances have made 
large language models a key factor in the 
development of conversational assistants. 
These models are trained to process large 

amounts of data and drive the shift from 
conversational AI to human-like experiences. 
OpenAI has recently released GPT4 which 
can accurately and fluently perform various 
natural language processing tasks and 
generate human-like text (OpenAI, 2023). 
How this technology can be adopted to help 
healthcare professionals in ICU still need to 
be explored further in the future.

Therefore, the possibilities of AI technology 
in combination with the Post-ICU, products 
and/or systems will be explored. An AI 
solution could be created to support ICU 
nurses in using Post-ICU. The main target 
group will be ICU nurses and the currently 
identified stakeholders in this project are ICU 
patients, Families of ICU patients and the 
hospital. 

This project works with the ICU of EMC 
in Rotterdam, which can be helpful to 
get a better understanding of the context 
of ICU and the current situation of Post-
ICU, thus bringing possibilities and design 
opportunities to conduct research with the 
target group, provide an AI-based solution, 
and evaluate the usability of the solution. 
This project also cooperates with CAL which 
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1.3 Project Approach

1.2 Research Question

The main research question of this project is 
formulated at the beginning of the project:

“What possibilities are there to apply the 
ChatGPT into the current Post-ICU thus 
supporting ICU nurses in using Post-ICU?” 

In order to answer the main research 
question, the following design approaches 
were used throughout the project. An 
overview of the design process is shown in 
Figure 2 and the design approach was 
explained as followed. 

Context Research

User Research

The context research relies on literature 
reviews and some results from previous 
graduate students at CAL to gain an 
overview of PICS and the current situation of 
Post-ICU in Erasmus, which help us gain an 
overview of the context of the project. 

In the stage of user research, the main 
research question was further refined and 
investigated by literature review, observation 
and semi-structured interviews with ICU 
nurses in EMC. The ref ined research 
question is as followed: 

How to support ICU nurses in using Post-
ICU?

The 2 sub-questions are: 
- What information of patients do they 
interact with?
- What are the challenges and needs for 
nurses in the documentation of the diary?

A nurse's journey was mapped based on the 
observation to figure out the information they 
might interact with patients and relatives, 
and their needs for using Post-ICU were 
concluded based on the literature reviews 
and semi-structured interviews. In this case, 
the design opportunities and the design goal 
were formulated. 

ICU diary research

In this chapter, the current physical ICU diary 
used in Erasmus was analysed and then key 
findings about the ICU diary were discussed, 
which can give some inspiration for the 
integration of Post-ICU in the current nurse’s 
workflow in the further step. 

already has relevant studies exploring AI 
technology in the context of ICU, such as 
using AI to diagnose patients’ stress and 
using AI for the humanisation of the ICU 
(Du, 2021). Based on these studies the 
possibilities of AI in the Post-ICU will be 
explored more profoundly in this project. 

Figure 1: ICU environment in Erasmus MC

This research question will be further refined 
as the research progresses and eventually 
answered. 
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ChatGPT inspirations&opportunities

Concept Development

Evaluate the design

In this part, the current application of 
ChatGPT in the heal thcare f ie ld was 
inves t iga ted  and then the  po ten t ia l 
application of ChatGPT in the context of 
ICU diary was discussed to support the 
main research question so that it can help 
the project to figure out the AI solutions for 
current Post-ICU to enhance the nurse’s 
experience on using Post-ICU. 

Figure 2: Project Approach

After forming the design brief, three possible 
design concepts were formed and the 
ChatGPT-based assistant were created in the 
Python. In the iterations section, there were 
basically two parts to be iterated: interfaces 
and ChatGPT-based assistant. In the iteration 
of interfaces, the fundamental usability and 
the efficiency were considered in the design. 
While in the iteration of ChatGPT-based 
assistant, a chatbot was developed to iterate 
the prompt based on the functions and 
the corresponding prompt templates were 
created to help nurse get start to use the 
ChatGPT-based assistant. 

The final design - Patient Diary Toolkit - 
was designed and developed. This design 
was evaluated through user testing and 
expert interviews, gathering feedback on 
the usability and the experience of the 
design. Design improvements and future 
recommendations were discussed which may 
be helpful for the later projects. 
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Context Research
In this chapter, the context of PICS and Post-ICU diary will be investigated. Based 
on the literature review, key findings was concluded to gain an overview of 
digital diary in the context of ICU. 

02
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2.1 PICS

Context Research

PICS is the collective manifestation of 
physical impairment, cognitive impairment 
and mental health problems that usually 
occur during or after the patient’s ICU stay 
(Nakanishi et al., 2021). Studies have shown 
that more than half of patients develop new 
physical, emotional and cognitive symptoms 
after ICU stays (Geense et al., 2021). 

Nowadays, healthcare professionals have 
shifted their attention to the long-term 
outcomes of ICU survivors of critical illness. 
What they discovered is that although the 
patient recovered, patients did not return 
to their former level of function for weeks, 
months and even years. Patients developed 
anxiety, depression, and PTSD, which are 
known as emotional symptoms and are 
related to their critical illness and their 
experiences during the ICU stays and/or 
after hospital discharge. Critical illness also 
affects the mental health of the patient’s 
family, which is termed PICS-F (Nakanishi et 
al., 2021). 

Although the technological development of 
the ICU is significant, there is still room for 
improvement in the humanistic aspects of 
care in the ICU. Humanity is a new trend 
in recent years (Du, 2021). Patients don’t 

want only to survive from critical illness, 
they are also eager for humanity such as 
better communication, emotional support 
and the family’s involvement in the care 
process. Except for medical support, nurses 
and relatives are the main stakeholders to 
provide emotional support for patients.  

Figure 3: PICS & PICS-F (Nakanishi et al., 2021)

2.2 Post-ICU Diary

Memory loss for the t ime during ICU 
stay and the high proport ion of non-
quotable memories are associated with the 
development of anxiety, depression and 
PTSD  (Nakanishi et al., 2021). They make 
it difficult for patients to make sense of 
what has happened to them and how did 
they recover from critical illness (Jones et 
al., 2000). These memories are frequently 
described by patients as frightening, and 
vague and may even involve patient ’s 
negative thoughts that nurses tried to kill 
them (Jones et al., 2010). 

The use of ICU diaries started as a tool to fill 
the memory gaps and has been proven as a 
tool to help patients’ memory and decrease 
the effects of emotional symptoms of PICS. 
The diary is written in everyday language 
and contains daily entries on the current 
patient status and descriptions of situations 
and surroundings in which the patient might 
find recognition. It is written by nurses and 
relatives and it is written directly to patients 
so that they can read the diary afterwards to 
know about their situation in ICU and their 
recovery process.
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ICU diaries have been used regularly in 
various hospitals in international settings. 
In the Netherlands, there are about 87% of 
ICUs provided diaries and mostly they were 
written by relatives (Hendriks et al., 2019). In 
recent years, Post-ICU, an innovative digital 
ICU diary, was developed and implemented 
in some Dutch hospitals during COVID-19. 
Upon an invitation from the patient ’s 
relatives, nurses could write short messages 
in the patient’s ICU diary. They are allowed 
to write not only their regular activities but 
also share their feelings on the circumstances 
of the patient. Before implementing Post-
ICU at EMC, there were some strategies 
to support the implementation and a study 
was conducted to explore the experiences 
of ICU nurses with the implementation 
strategies and the applicability of the Post-
ICU diary (Haakma et al., 2022). It suggests 
that nurses still experienced some barriers 
to writing the diary and a solution should be 
considered to support nurses in using the 
Post-ICU.

Figure 4: The overview of screen layout about Post-ICU Diary (Haakma et al., 2022)

Figure 5: Reading the Post-ICU diary
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2.3 Findings 2.4 Summary

More attention on the patient’s 
emotional health in ICU

ICU survivors suffer emotional issues 
regarding their critical illness and experiences 
during ICU stays and discharge. Emotional 
issues could affect the quality of a patient’s 
life for a long time. With the development of 
humanized care in the ICU, healthcare staff 
are paying more attention to the patient’s 
mental health. They could provide not only 
medical support but also emotional support 
for patients. 

The risk of emotional health problems 
is  the stressful  experiences for 
patients during ICU stays

Most patients suffer from memory loss 
and non-quotable memories, which might 
make them hard to understand the whole 
process from admission to discharge and 
lead to negative thinking about their ICU 
stays. Therefore, It is of vital importance for 
ICU survivors to construct a complete and 
accurate narrative of their ICU experiences 
thus reducing the risk of emotional health 
problems.

Support ICU nurses in using 
Post-ICU diary

In EMC, mostly the diaries were written by 
relatives, which means most nurses do not 
have much experience in using the diary, 
and there are still some barriers for nurses to 
write the diary before the implementation of 
the Post-ICU diary. It is considered to think 
about how to support ICU nurses in using 
Post-ICU. 

To sum up, stressful experiences during the 
ICU stay affect the mental health of ICU 
survivors. ICU diaries have been proven 
to be a scientific tool to help patients fill 
the memory gap and construct a complete 
ICU narrative, thus decreasing the negative 
effects of mental health problems. Nurses 
provide not only medical support but also 
emotional support. Currently, EMC is 
working on the implementation of Post-ICU 
diary and an approach is needed to support 
nurses in using Post-ICU. Therefore, how to 
support ICU nurses in using Post-ICU diary 
will be the main research question in the 
user research. 
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User Research
This chapter investigated the patient ICU journey, the relevant information that 
should be written in the diary, and the current workflow of ICU nurses. For 
this, literature review, observation and interview were conducted, identifying 
and analysing the patient-related information that nurses interact with in their 
working day and their challenges on document these information, for which 
design insights are initially formed. 

03
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3.1 Background

3.2 Methods

User Research: ICU Nurses

In the previous chapter, the context of PICS 
and Post-ICU diary are studied. An approach 
to support ICU nurses in using Post-ICU is 
needed. However, how to support them in 
using Post-ICU remains unknown. Thus, in 
this chapter, user research is conducted to 
gain the users’ needs and challenges, the 
design opportunities and the design goal. To 
get more insights about nurses’ needs and 
challenges in their workflow, observation and 
semi-structured interviews were conducted 
with ICU nurses at EMC. 

Research questions

During this phase of the project, the main 
research question is formulated as follows:

How to support ICU nurses in using 
Post-ICU diary?

To answer the main question, it needs to 
be clear what information about patients 
nurses interact with and what content can 
ICU nurses provide in the patient diary. How 
nurses expect to use the diary and their 
challenges and needs/expectations in the 
Post-ICU also need to be figured out in this 
phase. 

Therefore, two sub-questions were formulated:

- What information of patients do nurses 
interact with during a working day? What 
information can they provide in the diary 
based on the nurse’s workflow?
- How will ICU nurses document the diary? 
What are their needs and challenges in the 
documentation of the diary? 

Literature Review

T h e  p a t i e n t ’ s  I C U  n a r r a t i v e s  a r e 
con s t r u c t ed  i n  t h e  ICU  d i a r y  f r om 
healthcare professionals’ perspectives 
and relatives’ perspectives. Therefore,  it 
is of vital importance to investigate the 
pat ient ’s ICU exper ience f i rs t ,  which 
information is necessary to document and 
recommendations on how to construct 
patient ’s ICU narratives from nurse’s 
perspectives. Therefore, patients’ ICU 
experiences in the ICU, their perceptions 
of the ICU diary and recommendations on 
the diary were studied through the literature 
review. And the subjects of diary entries 
were also concluded based on the literature 
review.  

For the results from the observation, the 
literature review was also used to define the 
nursing activities that are closely relevant to 
patients and relatives (Han et al., 2020), and 
to categorised the information nurses could 
provide in the diary in the nurses' journey 
(Egerod & Bagger, 2010). 

S i n c e  t h e  ICU  d i a r y  ha s  no t  b een 
implemented into the current nurse system 
and most nurses have no experience with the 
Post-ICU diary in Erasmus, it is feasible to 
research nurses’ general needs by literature 
review and interview. Erasmus has studied 
the implementation of Post-ICU in Erasmus, 
which gives us insights into the nurse’s 
experience in using Post-ICU. 

Observation

To gain a general knowledge of the ICU 
environment and then answer sub-question 
1, observation was conducted. To obtain 
in-depth knowledge of nurses’ workflow, 
and the information nurses interact with 
and provide in the diary, a nurse’s journey 
for morning shift and afternoon shift was 
mapped. Firstly, the researcher sit in the 
observation unit and observed the nurse’s 
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Semi-structured interview

To answer the sub-question 2 as mentioned 
in the previous chapter, a semi-structured 
interview was conducted with 5 ICU nurses 
from EMC. Their profiles are described in 
Table 1. A list of questions was prepared 
in advance and the questions were shown 
in Table 2. Firstly, a brief introduction 
about the project was explained. Then, the 
researcher conducted one-to-one interviews 
with ICU nurses. Each section was about 10-
15 minutes. 

Table 1: Participant Profile

Table 2: A List of Questions

3.3 Results & Key findings

Literature review, observation and semi-
structured interview have provided insights 
into the working context of ICU nurses at 
EMC. The research has resulted in one 
timeline of nurses’ morning shifts and 
evening shifts with corresponding experiences 
and insights, and recommendations on 
constructing patients’ ICU narratives. Both 
results led to design opportunities.

Recommendations on Constructing 
Patient’s ICU Narratives

The insights from the literature review 
are shown in this chapter. The timeline 
of patients’ ICU narratives and essential 
in format ion for  d i f ferent  phases are 
concluded in Figure 5. The patient’s ICU 
narratives were constructed as the patient’s 
ICU story from admission to discharge 
(Egerod et al., 2011). There are four 
important points and three phases in the 
ICU narratives. It is of vital importance to 
write the situation of these four important 
points and the subjects in each phase are 
recommended to be written in the diary 
(Maagaard & Laerkner, 2022). Some 
subjects could be written by both relatives 
and nurses while some subjects could only 
be provided by relatives regarding the 

activities during the morning shift and 
evening shift. During the observation, the 
researcher notes the nurses’ daily tasks 
not only about medical support but also 
emotional support including communications 
wi th pat ients and relat ives. Then the 
researcher started a short discussion with 
some nurses to gain more details about 
the nurse’s workflow. After the discussion, 
the researcher was given a quick tour of 
the patient and the current ICU diary they 
offered to relatives was introduced to the 
researcher. 
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personal information of patients or family 
visits in the hospitals.

Based on the patient’s ICU narratives, 
t h e  n u r s e ’ s  e x p e r i e n c e  a n d  t h e 
recommendations, the information provided 
by ICU nurses could be classified into four 
parts and each part has support contents, 
which could help nurse to know what to write 
in the diary, which is shown in Figure 6. Figure 5: Patient's ICU journey & Patient-related information

Figure 6: Patient-related information that ICU nurse could provide in the patient diary
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Figure 7: Nurse's journey map & Design Insights
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The insights from observations and interviews 
are mapped into one poster. Figure 7 
visualizes three parts in the overview, namely:

1. The patient-relevant nursing activities & 
information the nurse interacts with: This 
part highlights the nursing activities that 
are highly relevant to patients and lists the 
information the nurse interacts with, which is 
helpful to write in the diary thus constructing 
a more complete patient’s ICU story. 

2. Insights from observations and interviews: 
This part shows the insights gathered from 
the observation, which are a source for the 
design opportunities. 

3. Nurse’s Challenges & needs in the diary: 
The challenges for nurses are based on the 
literature review and interview and these are 
also a source for the design opportunities.

3.4 Key findings

Four key points and three phases 
of patients’ ICU narratives

Information nurses interact with 
during the Morning shift  and 
Evening shift

ICU diaries are essential sources for patients 
to construct their ICU story. Constructing a 
more complete ICU narrative in the diary 
helps patients to fill the memory gap after 
discharge. However, the contents of the 
diaries are often shaped by the family ’s 
experience and preferences. The working 
process regarding the diary for ICU nurses 
needs detailed and scientific standardisation. 
It is recommended to describe four key 
points and three phases of patients’ ICU 
narratives from the literature review. In the 
context of patients’ ICU narratives, the 
content of the diary could be standardised 
based on evidence-based ICU narrative 
guidelines, thus helping bridge the span 
from admission to discharge. 

From the nurse’s journey, a nurse’s schedule 
is partly structured and selectively flexible 
to face unexpected changes. Every nurse 
is responsible for 1-2 ICU patients. Nurses 
know exactly their tasks in different phases 

of a working day. During the morning shift, 
often, nurses are busy preparing medication, 
doing patients’ personal care and processing 
doctor’s visit. They also need to update 
patients’ families and comfort them as well 
as possible by taking away as much unclarity 
as they can. Therefore, the patient’s daily 
information has interacted with them and 
is helpful for diary writing. While during the 
evening shift, nurses are not necessarily busy 
but still working constantly in case of any 
unexpected situations. Nurses check upon 
patients’ progress every 2 hours and do the 
validation if necessary. Apart from check-
ups, nurses sit in the observation unit, mind 
the dashboard constantly and work on their 
documents such as personal notes and 
nurse reports. They can also communicate 
with colleagues to update patients’ progress 
if the patients are in a stable state or meet 
patients’ social needs such as playing music 
or turning on the TV. 

Therefore, the information nurses interact 
with patients during these two shifts has 
some differences, which might lead to the 
different content of the diary. For example, 
nurses on the morning shift spend more time 
on medical care and it is feasible for them to 
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write short messages and describe patient’s 
progress in the diary. Nurses on the evening 
shift have more time to observe patients and 
on social care. In this case, they can describe 
the patient’s expressions/reactions or express 
their feelings when caring for patients. 

Integration of ICU diary in the 
nurse’s workflow

Providing guidance for nurses in 
using the diary

The nurse’s workflow differs in these two 
shifts. It gives an overview of when the nurses 
do and how long they finish. Before the 
integration of the ICU diary, it is necessary 
to provide a personalised strategy for using 
the diary from the nurse’s perspective, 
considering when to write the diary as well as 
how long they can write without interfering 
with their current workflow. 

Most nurses do not have experience with the 
ICU diary and do not have clear directions 
about what to write and how to write exactly. 
They also find it difficult to explain some 
complicated patient situations in a short 
message and in an understandable way. 

It can be considered to provide nurses 
guidance on the content and language style 
of the diary, thus helping them write the 
diary and transfer understandable messages 
through the diary. 
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ICU Diary Research
This chapter investigates the ICU diary that Erasmus are currently using and the 
Post-ICU diary. For this, key findings are concluded to give us some insights to 
generate the design brief. 

04
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4.1 Background

4.2 Research

ICU Diary Research: Post-ICU Diary

Post-ICU is an innovative and supportive 
digital diary for clinical bedside nurses 
providing short messages to ICU patients 
and their families, thus, preventing or 
alleviating the PICS (Post-ICU, 2022). Studies 
have shown that journaling benefits ICU 
healthcare professionals as well. ICU nurses 
can change their daily care for the patients 
and families through the interactions and 
reading in the Post-ICU diary. Also, nurses 
can offer their perspectives on the often 
aspects of the recovery journey of patients, 
thus, constructing a more complete patient 
ICU story and filling patients’ memory gaps. 

More and more healthcare institutions have 
recognized the potential of the Post-ICU 
diary and have started incorporating it into 
the nurse’s working process. Some hospitals 
encourage patients to maintain digital diaries 
with photos, videos and voice recordings.  In 
the Netherlands, more and more hospitals 
are considering integrating Post-ICU diary 
into ICU nurses’ workflow, thus, enhancing 
the human-centred ICU practice. Currently, 
the physical diary is still used in the EMC 
and nurses are not involved in the working 
process of the diary. EMC is working on the 
implementation of the Post-ICU diary and 

there are still some barriers for nurses to 
solve before integrating Post-ICU diary into 
the current ICU nurse’s workflow. 

Intensive Care Diary

Currently, Intensive Care Diary in physically 
is still used in EMC. It mainly consists of four 
parts: a booklet, a notebook, instructions 
in ICU, and some introductions about PICS 
and support from hospitals. These five parts 
were shown in Figure 8-11. 

Figure 8: Overview of the Diary

Figure 9: The booklet in the diary

1. Booklet
This booklet contains advice and information 
about the ICU. It gives an overview of things 
the patients and their families might face 
when patients are admitted to the ICU, what 
might happen in the recovery process and 
how patients and families could respond 
to some uncertain situations during severe 
illness and ICU stay. 

2. Notebook
Families could use the notebook to write 
everything down during the whole ICU stay. 
They could write it in the ICU or at home. 
According to the nurses from EMC, the 
family is not going to initiate a conversation 
with the nurse about what is in the diary. 
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Figure 11: Instruction in ICU & Instructions about PICS

Figure 10: Notebook in the diary

3. Instruction in ICU
In th is  ins t ruc t ion,  fami l ies  can f ind 
information about the situation they need to 
face during the patient’s ICU stay. It includes 
the time of the nurse’s shift, family visit hours 
and contact details between families and 
nurses if families want to visit patients or 
know more information about patients via 
phone. It also introduces some ICU steps to 
help families gain an overview of the process 
of intensive care.
4. Introductions about PICS
These introductions are included medical 
social work, mental care, delusion, and 
freedom-restricting interventions (VBI), which 

Nurses are not authorized to read the diary 
unless the family has given their consent. 

could help patients and families know about 
some symptoms of PICS and how to prevent 
or alleviate the PICS.

Post-ICU Diary

Post-ICU Diary was made available on 
any connected device with a display (e.g., 
smartphone, tablet, monitor). ICU Nurses 
could contribute short messages similar 
to WhatsApp functionality or write longer 
stories about what happened in the personal 
situation of the patient. They could also read 
the diary entries from relatives and other 
healthcare professionals. These voluntary 
messages, which most nurses wrote in 
addition to their regular daily activities, 

could, be a valuable contribution to the 
relative's description of the situation and 
non-medical circumstances each day for the 
ICU patient. 

Before using Post-ICU, nurses need to create 
an account to keep the journal secure. After 
entering their email address and password, 
nurses use a journal code from patients’ 
families to open an existing journal and then 
they can start to write the diary entries. The 
process of logging in were shown in Figure 
14.

The diary writing process is basically done in 
a set chatbot system. The chatbot follows a 
predefined conversational flow and provides 
predefined responses based on the option 
in user input. The interface of diary writing is 
shown in Figure 15. Nurses could choose 
whether to write or to request a suggestion 
about diary subjects. After choosing to write 
diary entry, chatbot allows them to input the 
diary entries in the dialogues, choosing the 
date of entry and adding it to the diary. In 
Figure 15, the process of diary-writing in 
the Post-ICU Diary were shown. 
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If nurses are confused about what to write, 
they could request a suggestion about diary 
suggestion. Chatbot will enquire whether the 
patient is conscious or non-conscious and 
provide suggestions based on the current 
situation of the patient. Aftering choosing the 
subjects, they can input a diary entry in the 
dialogues and add it to the patient’s diary. 
The interface of diary subjects’ suggestions 
is shown in Figure 16. The conversational 
flow of suggestions is shown in Figure 12 
and all predefined responses (diary subjects’ 
suggestions) in two different patient’s states 
are listed in Figure 13. 

In addition to adding diary entries to the 
diary, nurses also have access to read the 
patient’s diary. The interface of reading the 
diary is shown in Figure 17. 

There is a filter function at the bottom of the 
interface. Nurses can set whether or not they 
want to read messages from certain types 
of users. For example, they may prefer not 
to read messages from nurses. What they 
set below is only for what they want to read 
themselves. Also, they can choose whether 
the messages are presented all details of 
diary entries or as a shortened list. And they 
can set which period they want to read. 
After finishing the setting, the system goes 
back to the interface of reading the diary. 

The process of setting reading preferences is 
shown in Figure 18. 

Figure 12: Conversation flow of diary subject's suggestion

Figure 13: Suggestions for 
non-conscious patients and 
conscious patients
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Figure 14: The process of logging in the Post-ICU Diary

Figure 15: The process of diary writing
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Figure 16: The interface of diary subject's suggestions Figure 17: The interface of Reading the diary

Figure 18: The process of setting reading preferences
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4.3 Key findings

Low personalisation and 
inappropriate responses for the 
suggestion of diary subjects

Low efficiency and low flexibility of 
user interactions

The chatbot provides suggestions only 
based on the patient’s situation and all the 
responses for the suggestion are predefined 
by developers, which have limited flexibility 
in responses. Furthermore, there are some 
overlapping suggestions for these different 
situations and  some of the suggestions 
provided may not be necessarily useful for 
some patients, such as the suggestion “Did 
grandchildren bring beautiful drawings?” 
and “How did the visit react?”, which may 
affect the applicability of the suggestions 
as well as taking more time to request the 
suggestions. The provided suggestions could 
be more personalised and appropriate, 
allowing nurses to write diary entries more 
efficiently and effectively.

The interactions between users and Post-ICU 
rely on predefined conversational flows and 
have a limited scope of the conversation. In 
this case, the flexibility of user interactions 
is limited. Users are only able to follow 
a specific set of steps and then receive 
predefined responses based on keywords or 
patterns in user input. If users want to add a 
diary entry, they need to go through at least 
four steps and each step is irreversible, which 
leads to low-efficiency user interaction. 
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ChatGPT Inspirations &
Opportunities
This chapter introduces the Large Language Model and illustrate the working 
process of LLMs. Then ChatGPT - one of the LLMs and is popular in recent 
years - is introduced by illustrating the working principles, the ChatGPT API 
and ChatGPT prompt formula. And the technology research about ChatGPT's 
current application in ICU fields is conducted to give us the inspirations about 
how ChatGPT can contribute to the ICU digital diary.

05
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5.1 Large Language Model

ChatGPT Inspirations & Opportunities

Large Language Models (LLMs) are a 
cutting-edge class of artificial intelligence 
models designed to understand, generate, 
and manipulate human language. These 
models are built upon advancements in 
deep learning, particularly the transformer 
archi tec ture,  which enables them to 
process and generate text with remarkable 
fluency and coherence. LLMs have gained 
substantial attention due to their impressive 
ability to perform a wide range of natural 
language processing tasks, such as text 
completion, language translation, text 
summarization, sentiment analysis, and 
more.

The operation of a Large Language Model 
involves two primary stages: pre-training and 
fine-tuning.

1. Pre-training: In this phase, the model is 
exposed to an extensive and diverse dataset 
containing a wide variety of text from 
different sources. During pre-training, the 
model learns to predict the next word in a 
sentence, capturing grammar, syntax, and 
contextual relationships. This process equips 
the model with a broad understanding of 
language.

2. Fine-tuning: After pre-training, the model 
is further trained on specific tasks using a 
more focused dataset. This process fine-
tunes the model's knowledge for particular 
applications, making it adept at tasks 
like translation, summarization, or text 
completion. Fine-tuning customizes the 
model's behaviour for specific needs.

Figure 19:  The principles of LLMs (Cohere, 2023) 
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5.2 ChatGPT

ChatGPT is a prominent example of a Large 
Language Model developed by OpenAI. 
It was trained using a variant of the GPT 
(Generat ive Pre-trained Transformer) 
architecture. ChatGPT is designed to 
engage in text-based conversations and 
generate contextually relevant responses. It 
combines the pre-training and fine-tuning 
process mentioned earlier to create a model 
that understands user inputs and generates 
coherent, contextually appropriate replies.

ChatGPT's architecture enables it to consider 
the conversation history and context, 
allowing it to generate responses that align 
with the ongoing conversation. This dynamic 
contextual understanding is what sets it 
apart from traditional chatbots that often 
produce generic or unrelated responses. 

Large Language Models like ChatGPT find 
applications in content generation, customer 
support, language translation, creative 
writing, and more. Their ability to understand 
context and generate coherent responses 
has the potential to revolutionize how 
humans interact with AI, enhancing various 
industries and services. However, ethical 
considerations are paramount, as LLMs 

can inadvertently propagate biases present 
in their training data and raise concerns 
about misinformation and responsible AI 
deployment.

In essence, Large Language Models, 
exempli f ied by ChatGPT, represent a 
signif icant str ide in AI-driven natural 
language processing, opening up new 
frontiers for human-machine communication 
and col laborat ion whi le emphasiz ing 
the need for responsible and thoughtful 
development and usage.

ChatGPT API
ChatGPT API is a tool that allows users to 
integrate the power of ChatGPT into their 
own applications, products or services. It 
gives users access to ChatGPT’s ability to 
generate human-like responses to questions 
and engage in the conversation. There 
are some implementation of the API such 
as some online shopping applications 
that make recommendations for shoppers 
based on their requests (Experts, 2023). 
In a word, developers are allowed to 
use the API to build applications using 
various programming languages that can 
generate text, hold intelligent and engaging 
conversations with end-users, and provide 
informative responses. 

Figure 20:  The interface of ChatGPT (OpenAI,2022)

Figure 21:  The process of calling ChatGPT API in the 
existing application (Kashyap, 2023)
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ChatGPT Prompt
A ChatGPT prompt is an instruction or 
discussion topic a user provides for the 
ChatGPT AI model to respond to. The 
prompt can be a question, statement, or any 
other stimulus intended to spark creativity, 
reflectio, or engagement.

In the case of ChatGPT, there are still a 
lot of opportunity for both garbage in 
and garbage out because the outputs are 
limited by the input. Therefore, one of the 
key factors that determines the success 
of a ChatGPT conversation is the quality 
of the prompts that are used to initiate 
and guide the conversation (Eric, 2022). 
Well-defined prompts can help to ensure 
that the conversation stays on track and 
covers the topics of interest to the user. 
While a poorly defined prompt will lead to 
conversations that are lack focus, resulting 
in a less informative experience. To know 
the principles of designing a prompt and 
crafting effective prompts is of importance 
for effective and informative conversations 
with the ChatGPT system. There are some 
methods that could level up the ChatGPT 
prompt : 

- Provide context: writing a prompt is more 
than just asking a one-sentence question. It 
often involves providing related background 
information to set the context of the query 
(Gewirtz, 2023).
 
- Give a clear, descriptive, and accurate 
task: users are allowed to break down bigger 
tasks into smaller ones and then ask the 
ChatGPT step-by-step, which makes prompt 
clearer (Cook, 2023). 

- Include helpful information upfront: the AI 
is not too smart to know about the users. 

Therefore, users can give it the information it 
needs, so it can reference it directly and give 
the output users expect (Robinson, 2023). 

- Ask for ChatGPT: another effective strategy 
for creating powerful prompts is to have the 
AI do it for users. By asking GPT to craft the 
ideal prompt based on users’ specific needs-
and then reuse it on itself (Robinson, 2023). 
Writing prompt technique: there are some 
writing prompt technique that users need 
to focus on, such as avoid ambiguity, use 
natural language and avoid open-ended 
questions (Slater, 2023). 

Figure 22:  5 key steps of ChatGPT Prompt formula (Assaraf, 2023)
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5.3 ChatGPT in ICU field & 
Inspirations for ICU diary

ChatGPT is an AI-based chatbot developed 
using supervised and reinforcement learning 
strategies and it has become more and 
more popular since its launch in December 
2022. Initially, ChatGPT was fine-tuned from 
a model in the GPT-3.5 series. As it has 
gained more attention recently, the OpenAI 
company has quickly launched the advanced 
version of this large language model, GPT-4. 
Compared with GPT-3.5, GPT-4 is a newer 
multimodal system that accepts various 
types of input and output including text and 
images with increased accuracy (OpenAI, 
2022). 

Compared with chatbots, ChatGPT has 
advantages: 

In conclusion, writing better prompts for 
ChatGPT requires careful consideration of 
the language and information provided. By 
following some guidelines, users are able to 
optimise the AI model’s performance and 
get the responses they expect. 

- Its potential to comprehend and generate 
human-like texts
- Can be employed for a wide range of tasks 
like language translation, text summarization, 
language generation, natural language 
processing, and writing messages based on 
the prompt
- Scalable and open to fine-tuning

Although there remains a lack of studies 
summarizing the potential of ChatGPT in 
the field of ICU diary, there are some studies 
that summarized and discussed ChatGPT’s 
application prospects in ICU fields, which 
can give us inspiration on the potential 
application in ICU diary. 

Table 3: Current research on ChatGPT in ICU & inspirations for ICU diary
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5.4 ChatGPT in other fields

This section shows more possibilities to 
provide support in text-based conversations 
and in generating contextually relevant 
responses in other fields, which can be 
inspiring for this project. 

F i g u r e  2 3  s h o w s  h o w  D u o l i n g o 
leveraged ChatGPT to help i t  del iver 
highly personalised language lessons, 
affordable and accessible English proficiency 
testing and more. Duolingo Max is a new 
subscription that gives learners access to 
two new features and exercised based on 
the GPT-4: Explain My Answer and Roleplay. 
Explain My Answer offers learners the chance 
to learn more about their response in a 
lesson (whether their answer was correct or 
incorrect!) By tapping a button after certain 
exercise types, learners can enter a chat with 
Duo to get a simple explanation on why 
their answer was right or wrong, and ask for 
examples or further clarification. Roleplay 
allows learners to practice real-world 
conversation skills with world characters 
in the app. These challenges, which earn 
XP, will live alongside the path as one of 
the “Side Quests” learners can access by 
tapping on the character. What will you talk 
about? We’ll guide you through different 

scenarios! Learners might discuss future 
vacation plans with Lin, order coffee at a 
café in Paris, go furniture shopping with 
Eddy, or ask a friend to go for a hike.

Figure 24 shows Be My Eyes, which is 
a visual assistant mobile app for those 
who are blind or have low vision. The 
incorporation of OpenAI's computer vision 
technology into the Be My Eyes app has 
unlocked new dimensions of accessibility 
and empowerment. By expanding the app's 
capabilities beyond live video assistance, 
users are now equipped with the ability to 
navigate and understand their environment in 
real-time through AI-enabled object, colour, 

Figure 25  shows Khanmigo, an AI-powered 
assistant that functions as both a virtual 
tutor for students and a classroom assistant 
for teachers. It can guide students as they 
progress through courses and ask them 
questions like a tutor would. AI can assist 
teachers with administrative tasks, which 
saves them valuable time so they can focus 
on what’s most important—their students. 

Figure 23:  Duolingo Max (Duolingo Team, 2023)

and text recognition. This advancement 
serves as a beacon of technological progress 
that amplifies independence, enabling 
visually impaired individuals to make 
informed choices and engage more actively 
with the world around them.

Figure 24:  People using Be My Eyes (DiBenedetto, 
2023)
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O p e n A I  i s  w o r k i n g  w i t h  S t r i p e  t o 
commercialize its generative AI technology 
(Stripe, 2023). Using Stripe’s suite of 
products, OpenAI was able to launch a 
global payments system for multiple product 
lines in a matter of weeks. Stripe has long 
used artif icial intelligence to enhance 
its products and experiences for users, 
including helping users manage fraud and 
increase conversion rates. After joining the 
GPT-4 beta in January, Stripe identified 
a range of ways to use the technology 
to streamline operations and help users 
get the information they need, faster. 
The enhancement to Stripe’s high-quality 
documentation will allow developers to pose 
natural language queries within Stripe Docs 
to GPT-4, which will answer by summarizing 
the relevant parts of the documentation or 
extracting specific pieces of information. This 
lets developers spend less time reading and 
more time building.

Khan Academy is running Khanmigo as 
a pilot to explore AI responsibly. Early 
participants will be watching for errors, 
especially in math questions, and flagging 
them for correction. One of GPT-4’s chief 
capabilities is being able to understand 
freeform questions and prompts. That 
ability—to have a human-like back and 
forth—provides Khan Academy with perhaps 
the most key capability: asking each student 
individualized questions to prompt deeper 
learning. Adapting GPT-4 for teachers is 
also top of mind for Khan Academy. The 
nonprofit is testing out ways teachers could 
use GPT-4, such as writing classroom 
prompts or creating instructional materials 
for lessons.

Figure 25:  Khanmigo (Khan, 2023)

Figure 26:  Stripe (Stripe, 2023)
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Concept Development
In this chapter, design opportunities are derived and presented based on the 
previous research conclusion. Design goal and design requirements are defined 
according to the design opportunities. Three concepts were developed and a 
ChatGPT-based assistant was built in Python. The design iteration was divided 
into two parts: interfaces and ChatGPT-based assistant. From the former, the 
interfaces and user flow were iterated. While from the latter, the assistant was 
iterated by formulating 3 prompt templates according to the 3 corresponding 
functions. And a user test was conducted to gather the feedback and design 
improvements from nurse's perspectives. 
 

06
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6.2 Design Goal6.1 Design Opportunities

Concept Development

6.3 Design Requirements

How might patients’ ICU narratives 
from the literature review contribute to 
the design?
- Classify the information that is highly 
recommended to be written in the diary
- Set up a journey of diary writing based on 
the four key points and three phases of the 
patient’s ICU narrative 

How might Post-ICU integrate into the 
current nurse system?
- Visualise the patient’s information that 
nurses can write in the diary in the nurse’s 
workflow
- Daily diary reminder in the nurse’s system
Diary writing planner based on the journey 
of diary writing

How might ChatGPT integrate and 
support using Post-ICU?
- Provide examples of diary entries on certain 
subjects
- Provide diary subject suggestions
- Generate summary from certain types of 
diary users

Integrating these design opportunities, a 
comprehensive design goal is formulated:

“I want to design interfaces that involve 
visualising the patient’s information in 
the nurse’s workflow, reminding nurses 
to complete the diary and introducing a 
ChatGPT-based solution in the working 
process of writing the diary, thus supporting 
the implementation of Post-ICU in the current 
nurse system.”

Intuitiveness
The design should provide comprehensive 
and relevant information of patients. It 
should integrate and visualise information in 
the nurse’s workflow in a straightforward and 
easy-to-understand manner that supports 
non-experience nurses to use Post-ICU. 

Efficiency
Nurses are often required to deal with a lot 
of tasks in a working day and they usually 
work on the documentation in a short time. 
The design should streamline processes of 
using Post-ICU (such as the suggestion of 

diary subjects) and help nurses write effective 
messages with limited time. 

Adaptive
The design should be considered to adapt 
to different situations of patients and nurses, 
whether it ’s for different nursing shifts, 
different patient situations, different stages of 
a patient’s progress or different stages of a 
nurse’s shift. 

Effectiveness
The design should provide an effective 
solution for nurses in using Post-ICU, whether 
in the working process of writing the diary or 
in the working process of offering the diary, 
thus helping them construct a more complete 
patient ICU story during the ICU stays.  

Data Privacy and Security
Since the diary involves patients’ personal 
information, the design should consider 
patients’ data privacy and security. Also, 
whether the data can be shared or not 
should also be considered in the design. 
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6.4 User Scenarios 6.5 3 Initial Concepts

Scenario 1: Daily tasks review and 
diary entry reminder

Before starting shift, nurses login the system 
to check the schedule of a working day. The 
dashboard provides visual representations of 
data, such as daily task, appointments with 
relatives or doctor, emergency flow, and used 
patient room. Also, the diary entry reminder 
is set to ensure the daily diary-writing from 
nurse’s perspective. 

Scenario 2: Assist nurses in diary-
writing

After finishing the medical tasks, nurses 
usually sits in the observation unit and use 
computer to work on the documentation. In 
this case, nurses could open patient diary 
and start to write the diary entry.

Figure 27: User scenario 1 Figure 28: User scenario 2

Ba sed  on  t h e  de s i gn  goa l ,  d e s i gn 
requirements and user scenarios, the low-
fi wireframes and related flow of 3 initial 
concepts were formulated for the further 
interface design and implementation of the 
possible functions of ChatGPT. 

Concept 1  was a web appl icat ion - 
Patient Diary Toolkit - that visualises patient 
information in the nurse’s workflow, provides 
a ChatGPT-based solution to assist nurses 
when writing the diary, and sets reminder for 
daily diary writing. The detailed wireframes 
and flow of Concept 1are shown in Figure 
29. 

It consists of two key modules: Dashboard 
view and Patient Diary view. Dashboard 
view is presented the daily tasks of nurses 
and their appointments with relatives. Also, 
a diary writing reminder is presented to 
give the real-time and effective reminder, 
thus ensuring the daily diary entry from 
nurse’s perspectives. The dashboard also 
shows the real-time Emergency Department 
Flow and Used Operating Room rate to 
help nurses know about the status of the 
ICU in a quick glance. In the Patient diary 
view, there are three important modules 
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Figure 29: Low-fi Wireframes & user flow of Concet 1

that help the integration of the diary in the 
workflow and support nurses in writing the 
diary. Existing Diary module allows nurses 
to read patient diary they are responsible 
for and add new patient diary. While in the 
Add Messages module, nurses can write 
the daily diary entry. They can fill in some 
information based on the presented layout 
of the diary entry. A ChatGPT-based assistant 
is presented to help them in the diary writing. 
They can start a new conversation by clicking 
the assistant and then ask for help. Diary 
Planner module visualises the patient ICU 
journey and patient information according to 
the nurse’s workflow so that the nurses will 
gain an overview of what information are 
important to be written in the diary and what 
they could write after a working day.

Dashboard view

Patient Diary view

Existing Diary

Layout of the diary entry

ChatGPT-based Assistant

Add Messages

Diary Planner

A:ChatGPT-based Assistant
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Concept 2 is similar to Concept 1 but 
has some differences in the interactions of 
adding messages. The process of writing is 
finished through the conversations with the 
assistant. Nurses write their diary entries in 
the dialogue and give an instructions of how 
assistant can help them such as rephrasing 
the language style or checking the grammar. 
The assistant will response based on their 
inputs. By calling the ChatGPT API, the 
assistant could provide informative and 
personalised responses compared to the 
general chatbot system in the Post-ICU Diary.  
The detailed wireframes and user flow are 
shown in Figure 30. 

Dashboard view

Patient Diary view

Existing Diary

Add Messages

Diary Planner

B:Conversational Assistant

Figure 30: Low-fi Wireframes & user flow of Concet 2
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Concept 3  bu i lds  on Concept  1.  I t 
presented two ways about the interactions 
with the assistant. The first one is to allow 
the nurses to start a conversation with the 
assistant on their own, giving them freedom 
to explore what the assistant can contribute 
to their diary writing. The second one is to 
provide clear and understandable prompt 
templates to help them start a conversation 
to ensure the conversations on track and get 
the outputs that fits their expectations. The 
detailed wireframes and user flow are shown 
in Figure 31. 

Dashboard view

Patient Diary view

Existing Diary

Add Messages A1: Prompt templates

A2: Start a new conversationDiary Planner

Figure 31: Low-fi Wireframes & user flow of Concet 3

A:ChatGPT-based Assistant
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6.6 ChatGPT-based Assistant setup

Context setup

ChatGPT first needs to understand the 
context and purpose of the ICU diary. It 
should be aware that the diaries are meant 
to document the patient’s journey, medical 
updates, emotional support, and interactions 
with ICU nurses. It is provided for patient 
and it is written by nurses and patient’s 
families. 

Function Setup

ChatGPT can provide valuable functions 
for diary when ICU nurses are writing 
ICU diaries to help them write important 
information and capture their feelings 
related to patient daily care. Based on the 
design opportunities, there are three defined 
functions for the ChatGPT implementation in 
the ICU diary which were shown as follows:

1. Generate diary subjects and ideas.
The nurse can start a conversation with 
ChatGPT, explaining that they are unsure 
about what to write in the ICU diary. This 
can be done by providing some prompting 
questions from ChatGPT and letting them 
choose the one fits their situation. 

2. Help nurses express emotional 
feelings by rephrasing their language 
style.
ChatGPT can assist in framing the entries 
with appropriate language and tone. For 
example, it can suggest empathetic phrases 
for expressing nurse’s own feelings or it 
can provide understandable and precise 
description for updating medical progress. 

3. Provide a examples of diary entry 
based on the topic nurses would write. 
By describing the topics nurses would write, 
patient’s situation and their working shift, 
ChatGPT could assist nurses who are unsure 
about how to write their diary entries by 
providing some examples of diary entries, 
which could include various aspects of 
patient daily care.  

Prototyping

The ChatGPT-based assistant was build in 
Python and the code was shown in Figure 
32. The initial instruction is: 

“I want you to act as an ICU diary assistant. 
Nurses needs to write patient's daily life in 

ICU in the diary everyday. Based on the 
inputs, you will help ICU nurses in writing the 
diary entry. You will be required to generate 
diary subjects and ideas, rephrasing the 
language style of their diary entry, and 
providing an example of diary entry based 
on the topic they input.”

Figure 32: The code and interface of the prototype
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6.7 Design Iteration - Interfaces

In this section, two A/B tests have been 
conducted orderly to gather feedback on 
the interface design presented previously 
and determine the final design directions 
for further ChatGPT implementation. Firstly, 
an overview of the testing process will be 
presented and then based on the results, the 
interface design went through an iteration 
and the final interface design was formed. 

Participants

In this test, it’s important to focus on the 
fundamental usability and intuitiveness of 
the interface. Designers are qualified to 
participate and provide design improvements 
about the interfaces. 3 Design students were 
invited in the test. 

Procedure

Firstly, the demo of Post-ICU diary was 
presented which gives an overview to the 
context of the project. And the design and 
the goal of this test were explained. Then, 
participants were asked to complete design-
related tasks using all versions of design. 
In the end, they were asked to provide their 
ratings and comments using a scale and 

open-ended questions. Including participant 
feedback, and ratings, were analysed to 
determine which version of the design is 
better. The results were helpful in ChatGPT 
implementation for design improvements.

Testing 1: User flow of Add messages

Task: Locate the ‘Add messages’ function in 
the interface and add a message in the diary. 
The result of testing 1 is shown in Figure 
33.
  
Findings

- The selected version streamlines the user 
flow and reduces the time burden on the 
user.
- In the selected version, the diary entry 
template provides a more intuitive and direct 
way for nurses to start adding messages 
and the click action to use ChatGPT plugins 
offers a natural interaction that aligns with 
user’s expectations of this function. 
- It is advisable to set more basic information 
in the diary entry template, such as the 
author and the topic of diary entry. 
 

Layout of the diary entry ChatGPT-based Assistant

A:ChatGPT-based Assistant

B:Conversational Assistant

Created by David Khai
from the Noun Project

Figure 33: The results of testing 1
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Testing 2: ChatGPT-based assistant 
functions

Task: Locate the ‘ChatGPT-based assistant’ 
function in the interface and start a random 
conversation or start a conversation with 
specific functions in the ChatGPT according 
to two different design. The result of testing 
2 is shown in Figure 34. 

Findings

- The selected version sets the scope for 
the design of the prompt and provide three 
most useful functions for nurse’s diary-
writing, which reduces the learning, time and 
cognitive burden on the user. 
- From a design point of view, to get 
the most out of ChatGPT in using diary, 
not only its in-context capability should 
be relied upon, but the prompt should 
also be carefully designed. By following 
prompt design principles and designing 
proper prompt ensure the accuracy and 
effectiveness of outputs from ChatGPT. The 
prompt design were discussed and iterated 
in the next section. 

A1: Add prompt templates A2: Start a new conversation

Figure 34: The results of testing 2

6.8 Design Iteration 2 - ChatGPT-
based Assistant

Prompt setup & Iteration

As mentioned before, it is of vital to design a 
proper prompt that drive the effective, high-
efficiency and informative conversations 
with ChatGPT. In order to get well-defined 
prompts, a ChatGPT-based chatbot was 
built to help us design and iterate prompts 
based on the three functions. After iterating 
the prompts, the prompts templates were 
formulated and the corresponding interface 
and user flow were developed which were 
shown in the next chapter.  

Created by David Khai
from the Noun Project

Prototyping

Based on the guidelines of designing 
a prompt from the previous chapter, a 
ChatGPT-based prompt reviser was set up 
by using Python. The code was shown in 
Figure 35. It was required to follow the 
instructions as follows: 

“I want you to become my prompt reviser. 
Your goal is to help me craft the best possible 
prompt for my needs. The prompt will be 
used by users. You will follow the following 
process: 
Based on my inputs, you will generate 2 
sections.
Revised Prompt (provide your rewritten 
prompt. it should be clear, concise, and 
easily understood by you)
Questions (ask the 5 most relevant questions 
pertaining to what additional information is 
needed from me to improve the prompt).”

According to the three defined functions 
of ChatGPT’s implementations in the Post-
ICU, the act and the corresponding prompts 
were listed in Table 4. Each basic prompt 
suggested the target user - ICU nurses - 
and illustrates their needs that is relevant to 
diary-writing. The ChatGPT-based chatbot 
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provided a revised prompt and 5 questions 
pertaining to what additional information is 
needed to improve the prompt. The iterations 
was ended if there were no more information 
that needs to be provided by nurses. The 
iteration flow was shown in Figure 36. 

Figure 35: The code of prompt reviser

Figure 36: Prompt iteration flow

Figure 37: The interface of prompt reviser

Table 4: The three functions and corresponding prompts

Results
The results - template of the revised prompt 
- were listed in the Table 5. Each template 
suggests patient’s situation, nurse’s working 
shift and classification of information that are 
needed from nurses. By providing prompt 
templates and letting nurses to invoke it, 
it was expected to be a efficient, effective 
and user-friendly way for nurses to take 
advantage of ChatGPT better in the diary 
writing. 

Table 5: Results of iteration & 3 prompt templates
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6.9 Design Iteration 3 - User testing with experts

After the iteration of the interfaces and 
ChatGPT-based assistant, a user testing 
was conducted to gather feedback on the 
interfaces and the prototype of ChatGPT-
based assistant presented previously. 
Participants were first introduced to the 
goal of this testing and an overview of 
the testing process and then they were 
allowed to experience the prototypes. Then 
a semi-structured interview was carried out 
with participants about their opinions on 
improving the design. Data will be analysed 
by coding the answers from the interview. 

Procedure
1. Participants are introduced to the context 
of the project, including why using ChatGPT-
based solution to support nurses in writing 
the diary. 
2. Participants are introduced to the design 
and the basic user flow of this design. Then 
they are allowed to experience the interfaces 
and the prototype. They are encouraged to 
express their opinions and ideas during the 
testing. The flow of the tested prototype is 
shown in Figure 38. 
3. A semi-structured interview is carried out 
with the participants about their feedback on 
the design for further design improvements.

Participants
There are 3 participants in this user testing. 
All of them are working in the ICU and are 
familiar with the Post-ICU diary. And they are 
working on the implementation of the digital 
diary in EMC. The profile of participants is 
shown in Table 6. 

Table 6: Profile of participants
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Results analysis
Redundant information shown in the 
Dashboard view
When experiencing the Dashboard view, 
participants mentioned that some information 
shown has already been included in the 
current nurse’s system such as the nurse’s 
daily tasks and appointments with relatives. 
They suggested most nurses are quite 
familiar with their schedule in a working day 
and it is not necessary for them to check the 
tasks before the diary writing. They expect 
to present diary-related information in the 
Dashboard view.

Reminders to check whether nurses 
complete the daily diary entry
During the observation, almost all the 
participants did not notice the diary check. 
They suggest that it could be more visible 
for the reminder, which ensures nurses to 
complete the daily diary entry. 

Intuitive and understandable layout of 
the diary entry
In the Patient Diary view, participants are 
allowed to read the patient diary and add 
messages into the patient diary. When 
reading the diary entries, they said the layout 

of each diary entry is intuitive and easy to 
know the author of the diary entry by using 
the different colours and icons to distinguish. 
When adding messages, they said it would 
be better to add the “night shift” options 
in the layout of diary entry, which is more 
comprehensive.

3 prompt templates as a way to start a 
conversation
Considering all the nurses are not working 
on the digital diary and some of them 
might not be familiar with ChatGPT, all the 
participants agreed that using 3 prompt 
templates is a good way to s tar t  the 
conversations between the nurses and the 
assistant. Based on the templates, nurses 
could rephrase them instead of writing a 
new prompt by themselves, which reduces 
the time burden and streamlines the process 
of writing the diary. But it would be better to 
give a short instruction on how to use these 
3 prompt templates.  

3 Functions of ChatGPT-based assistant
From the feedback of the participants, this 
quality has little to do with the 3 functions. It 
is clear and easy to know how this assistant 
can contribute to their diary writing and 

these 3 functions are relevant to the diary 
writing. 

Unexpected factors in the Patient ICU 
journey
In the Diary Planner section, they mentioned 
that the vast majority of patient ICU journey 
did not follow a linear development. Instead, 
it often develops in twists and turns as there 
are unexpected factors happen during the 
ICU stay, such as the patient's condition 
getting better and then getting worse again. 
And each patient has a different situation, 
which lead to dif ferent ICU journeys. 
Therefore, mapping the patient ’s ICU 
journey is influenced by the patient real 
situation during the ICU stay. What is certain, 
however, is that a patient’s admission and 
discharge from ICU are key moments that 
need to be recorded in the diary. 

More comprehensive and accurate in the 
Information Visualisation section
Al l  the  par t i c ipan t s  exp ressed  the i r 
satisfaction with the Information Visualisation 
section since it helps nurses to gain a basic 
overview of what they could write in the 
patient diary. By clicking on the information, 
it turns to the Add Messages module and 
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then allows nurses to start writing. However, 
it includes some information that is not 
necessary to be written in the diary such as 
the patient’s overview and patient’s medical 
measures. Also, the title and description of 
the information could be more accurate and 
comprehensive. 

Insights
Discard redundant information in the 
Dashboard view
Some information does not contribute to the 
diary writing as some of them have already 
been included in the current nurse system 
and some are not closely related to the 
working process of diary writing. 

Eye-catching Diary Reminder section
The diary reminder should be more visible to 
ensure nurses know their daily diary task and 
then complete it. 

Add instructions about how to use the 
prompt templates
Since most nurses were not aware of how 
the prompt templates could be used for 
the conversations with the AI assistant, so 
intuitive instructions should be added. 

C o m p r e h e n s i v e  a n d  a c c u r a t e 
information visualisation
Based on the patient information the nurses 
interact with, the information visualisation 
should be more comprehensive and more 
related to the diary. It should be considered 
to avoid some information that can also 
be provided from other stakeholders of the 
patient diary, which reduces the nurse’s work 
burden. 

Patient ICU Journey removal
The patient ICU journey is difficult to map 
since it depends on the patient situation and 
often be affected by various unexpected 
factors. Even nurses and doctors could not 
precisely predict the further development of 
patient situations. Therefore, this section will 
be removed. 
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Figure 38: The flow of the tested prototype

1. Homepage 2. Dashboard 3. Patient Diary - Existing Diary

3. Patient Diary - Add Messages

3. Patient Diary - Diary Planner

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

ChatGPT-based Assistant
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Final Design
This chapter introduces the final design solution - Patient Diary 
Toolkit, an web application which integrates the ChatGPT power to 
support nurses in diary writing. Information architecture and detailed 
features of the application are presented. 

07
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Final Design

7.1 Overview 7.2 Information architecture

The final design - Patient Diary Toolkit - is 
a web application that supports ICU nurses 
in the working process of writing the digital 
patient diary, and help the implementation of 
digital diary in the current nurse’s workflow 
in the future. 

After logging in this website by using the 
hospital account, nurses can start their daily 
diary writing. By using this application, it 
tracks the weekly completion of the diary 
and reminds nurses to complete the daily 
diary writing. Also, it helps nurses to know 
what can they write and what should be 
written in the diary by classifying the diary 
themes. A ChatGPT-based assistant has 
been introduced as a way to support them 
during the diary writing by providing specific 
diary suggestions, rephrasing the language 
style and giving the examples as references. 
In order to help non-experience nurses to 
start conversations quickly and effectively, 3 
designed prompt templates are presented 
and nurses can revise them based on these 
templates, thus reducing the time burden 
and effort burden. Thanks to the ChatGPT’s 
ability, it generates adaptive, effective and 
informative responses and gives guidance 
on writing the diary. Figure 39: Information architecture

The information architecture is shown in 
Figure 39.
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7.3 Features

Figure 40: The onboarding and home page of Patient Diary Toolkit

This section showcases the High-Fidelity 
model of Patient Diary Toolkit and introduces 
each page in this web application. The 
interactive prototype was created using 
the Figma tool, effectively showcasing the 
application's pages and their interactive 
features. The ChatGPT-based assistant was 
developed by using Python. In this high-
fi prototype, the process of the interactions 
between users and the ass is tant was 
stimulated. The actual output from the 
assistant is realised in the gradio interface, 
which will also be used in the Design 
Evaluation phase. 

When first opening the website, nurses are 
prompted to log in by using their hospital 
account. After this, the name of the nurse 
is presented and then the nurse could 
click on the "continue" button to jump into 
the Dashboard page. Figure 40 shows 
the onboarding page and home page. In 
the next pages, the rest will be introduced 
detailly. 

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

h t tp s : / /www. f i gma.com/pro to/wRHGSD6sSHA02qoqv lMCGK/Concep t-
development?type=design&node-id=456-3480&t=kVNRdC2OCM0ZkqQN-
1&sca l i ng=sca l e - down&page - i d=122%3A1987&s ta r t i ng-po i n t - node -
id=456%3A3480&mode=design

Final Design Prototype
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Dashboard page
Dashboard page is presented in Figure 
41, which displays a comprehensive list 
of recommended diary themes and offers 
diary tracker function to remind nurses to 
complete the daily diary writing.

Recommended diary theme
Based on the insights gained from the 
literature review and user research, this 
section is developed to give nurses an 
overview of the content of the diary. Each 
diary theme in the interface will represented 
by a card. The card will display the diary 
theme, short descriptions about the theme, 
and a writing button that allows nurses 
to jump to the Add messages page. To 
enhance visual clarity and differentiation, 
colour coding will be implemented to 
clarify what themes can they contribute to 
and what themes can also be written by 
relatives or other professional healthcare.

Diary tracker
Based on the design goal, this section was 
formulated to remind nurses to complete 
their daily diary writing. This section 
consists of two parts - Weekly Completion 
and Diary Check. Weekly Completion 
monitor the completion of diary writing 
in a week. Nurses can click the checkbox 
if they already finished diary writing on 
the specific day, so that they can clearly 
know which day’s writing task has been 
completed and which one has not. While 
Daily Diary Check ensure them to write the 
patient diary everyday, ensure the integrity 
of each patient diary. Nurses could click 
on the checkbox if they finished the diary 
writing in a day. The status of all the 
checkboxes will be reset in the next day. 
Nurses are also allowed to read each 
patient diary by clicking on the Read button 
and the the page will jump into the Exisiting 
Diary section which will be introduced in 
detailed.

Figure 41: Dashboard page

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

Created by Daniel Leonard
from the Noun Project
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Patient Diary page
This dedicated page in Figure 42 will 
support nurses in reading and writing the 
patient diary by providing them with intuitive 
and efficient interactions. A ChatGPT-based 
assistant will be introduced in helping them 
to write. 

Exisiting diary
Nurses can navigate to this section 
by clicking on the “Existing Diary” 
option within the side navigation 
bar. In this section, they can view no 
more than two patient diaries since 
each nurse is usually responsible 
for 1-2 patients. The diary entries 
from nurses and relat ives are 
distinguished by different colours 
and icons, enhancing content 
clarity. Also, the title of each diary 
entry is presented so that the 
patient would intuitively know what 
happened at first before reading all 
the detailed version of each diary 
entry. 

Figure 42: Patient Diary page

By entering the diary code, nurses 
could add new patient diary in this 
page.

Created by Daniel Leonard
from the Noun Project

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project
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Add messages
By clicking the “Add messages” option, 
nurses can start to add messages in the 
patient diary. After choosing which patient 
diary they want to write, there will be a 
layout of diary entry presented and they are 
required to fill the relevant information into 
the layout, such as title, date, working shift 
and message. They are also encouraged to 
upload the video if they got permission from 
the relatives or hospitals. 

Diary entry layout
Based on the research on the current ICU 
diary, the diary entry layout was formulated. 
By using this layout, it provides a standard 
of the diary entry and ensure the nurses 
to complete without missing some basic 
information. Also, it streamlines the process 
of the diary writing, reducing the time burden 
and effort burden of nurses.

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

Figure 43: The process of add messages and Diary entry layout

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project
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ChatGPT-based Assistant
Based on the insights from the user research 
and technology research on ChatGPT 
and its possible application, ChatGPT-
based assistant was set up. It provides 
three main functions and each function has 
corresponding prompt templates to start the 
conversations, ensuring the conversations 
on track and get the effective responses in a 
limited time.

ChatGPT-based assistant provides three 
main functions: providing specific diary 
subjects, rephrasing the language style and 
providing examples as reference. Nurses 
could choose one of the functions and then 
the designed prompt templates are prepared 
in the dialogue. The 3 functions and the 
corresponding prompt templates are shown 
in Figure 45. 

Based on the design i terat ion, the 3 
designed prompt templates were formulated, 
which illustrates the requirement and provide 
some information that are helpful to get 
accurate and effective responses including 

patient situation, nurse working shift and 
general diary theme. In this way, non-
experience nurses could start a conversation 
quickly and the assistant  could provide more 
comprehensive and personalised responses 
for nurses. 

Figure 44: Homepage of ChatGPT-based Assistant 

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

New Chat Diary subject Rephrase Example

Figure 45: 3 functions and corresponding prompt templates
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Call the prompt templates
If nurses want to start another functions 
during the conversations, the “prompt” 
but ton al lows them to cal l  the other 
prompt templates in any time. By clicking 
the functions they would like to use, the 
interface will jump to the corresponding 
function section and then they can start a 
new conversation. Nurses could conveniently 
revise them and send them to the assistant 
without thinking and describing their problem 
by themselves. This reduces the cognitive 
learning burden and time burden of nurses.  

Technology
After approximately ten seconds, the assistant 
will response, providing comprehensive, 
effective and relevant information for nurses. 
In this case, it is helpful to support nurses in 
writing the diary entries especially for nurses 
who has not been familiar with the digital 
diary.

With Python, the ChatGPT-based assistant 
was developed and the interface was 
presented in the gradio which could allows 
users to input and get the response. The 
overview of the prototype coding was shown 
in the Chapter 6.6. 

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project

Created by iconmas
from the Noun Project
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Design Evaluation
The final design - Patient Diary Toolkit - was designed and developed. This 
design was evaluated through user testing and expert interviews, gathering 
feedback on the usability and the experience of the design. Design improvements 
and future recommendations were discussed which may be helpful for the later 
projects. 

08
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8.2 Methodology

8.1 Purpose of evaluation

Design Evaluation

The main goal of the evaluation is to 
prove the final design. This process will be 
evaluated from two aspects according to the 
design goal and the design requirements. 
Here are the two goals that are aimed for:
- Whether the interfaces and interactions are 
usable.
- Whether the ChatGPT-based assistant 
improves the nurses’ experience in their diary 
writing.  

To achieve these two goals, sub-questions 
are formulated regarding usability and 
experience. 

Usability
- Are the participants able to execute the 
tasks independently?
- Do the participants understand all the 
modules of the application and know what 
they are used for?
- Does the ChatGPT-based assistant provide 
support for the participants?
     - Does it provide practical responses for 
them?
    - Do the participants understand the 
provided functions and prompt templates?
     - Do the participants find it easy to start 
conversations with it? 

Experience
- How do the participants rate the design on 
the AttrakDiff scale?
- How do the participants experience the 
design in terms of
    - Clarity
    - Intuitive
    - Difficulty
    - Supporting/Confidence

The design and prototype were presented to 
the participants on campus. The AttrakDiff 
questionniares, as one of the evaluation of 
user experience questionnaires, were used 
to evaluate the final design. The usability 
and user experience were measured from 
comparative testing. To gain insights into 
the potential usability issues, the time of 
finishing each task and the success rate 
of finishing each task independently were 
measured. Then the f inal design was 
compared to the Post-ICU Diary by scoring 
both of them in a questionnaire and a semi-
structured interview, scoring the usability 
and the experience. To gain more insights in 

the user experience, at the end of the test, 
the remaining attributes of the AttrakDiff 
questionnaire were scored on a seven-point 
scale, as well as the overall experience and 
estimated future potential. 

Participant
Due to the accessibility of ICU nurses in 
Erasmus and the limited time, the evaluation 
of the application will be carried out with 
students by using a role-play test. The user 
testing involves 15 participants, and most of 
them is aged from 20 to 30. 

The participants were informed of the data 
collection and usage in this project-based 
research and design thesis. Their basic 
information (age, gender and educational 
background) and their experience with 
ChatGPT will be required before starting 
the user tes t ing.  Al l  the par t ic ipants 
have experience in using ChatGPT. The 
applicat ions that ChatGPT offers are 
categorised into three aspects: answering 
academic questions, rephrasing paragraphs/
reports/assignments, and providing ideas for 
writing. 
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Procedure
To evaluate the final design - Patient Diary 
Toolkit - in terms of usability, effectiveness 
and user experience, comparative testing will 
be applied. The current way of diary-writing 
in the Post-ICU Diary was compared to 
working with the design Patient Diary Toolkit. 

1. Pre-experiment: context introduction
The researcher will introduce the workflow 
of ICU nurses, the current situation of ICU 
digital diary and the Post-ICU diary in the 
context of the ICU. And the context and the 
goal of this project will be illustrated to the 
participants. Then introduce the process of 
the testing and let the participants empathise 
with the situation of an ICU nurse and 
complete the patient diary. 
Scenario setup
“You are Claudia, an ICU nurse, and your 
working shift is in the morning. You are 
responsible for two ICU patients, who are 
John and Maria. John is still unconscious 
and Maria just got out of a life-threatening 
situation and woke up. As an ICU nurse to 
provide emotional support for your patients, 
it is necessary to complete daily diary writing. 
The content of the diary includes and is not 
limited to the following: patient’s progress, 
nurse’s act ions, nurse’s feel ings and 
descriptions of environments. You could also 

find some suggestions for the diary subjects 
from the systems.”

2. Comparative Testing & Scale
The participants will start to experience the 
Post-ICU diary and Patient Diary Toolkit 
with three types of tasks to evaluate the 
main functionalities of the application: 
diary review, diary writing and assistant in 
diary writing. The specific tasks are shown 
in Table X. Based on the purpose of the 
evaluation, the attributes in Table X were 
chosen for participants to evaluate the 
usability and user experience of the final 
design by comparing with Post-ICU Diary. 
The two alternatives are both unknown to 
the participants, whereby the scales of the 
questionnaire are a reliable representation of 
the participant’s experiences. The researcher 
will observe participants as they interact with 
the application, taking note of their actions, 
challenges, and feedback. The participants 
are encouraged to think aloud, expressing 
their thoughts, impressions, and difficulties 
encountered during the tasks. 

3. Post-experiment: final questionnaire 
and semi-structured interview
Af ter  f in i sh ing a l l  the tasks  and the 
corresponding questionnaires, the participant 
will fill in a rating questionnaire to measure 
the usability and experience regarding the 
Patient Diary Toolkit. The questionnaire is 
designed by selecting relevant qualities from 
the AttrakDiff questionnaire, on a seven-
point scale. The qualities measured are 

Figure 46: Three types of tasks in the comparative testing 
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8.3 Results & Analysis

To compare the final design and  Post-
ICU Diary, both of them were mapped 
for the averages per task separately. The 
average scores per task for the two different 
applicat ions are shown in Figure X . 
The results of the final questionnaire are 
visualised in Figure X. 
Combining all the results, has led to insights 
that can be used to improve the design 
of Patient Diary Toolkit. These insights 
are categorised according to the main 
functionalities of the design. 

Reviewing the patient diary
In general, all participants were able to find 
the existing patient diary and then review 
the diary in a few minutes, although some 
of them used more clicks than necessary 
to finish this task. These participants were 
explaining what they observed and what 
they thought. Half of the participants tried 
to figure out what the dashboard page was 
used for and they suggested that it did not 
take much time knowing the content in the 
dashboard page although it was new for 
them comparing with Post-ICU Diary. Some 
of them mentioned that it was more clear 
for them to distinguish different diary entries 
by using different colours and icons. The 

participants’ interpretation of the words and 
icons in the interface corresponded with the 
intended meaning. Based on this, it could 
be said that the interface of the design is 
intuitive to use and review the information in 
the patient diary. 
“The layout and the colour are clear and 
intuitive to me. As a non-experience user, I 
think it saves my time and I can know what it 
was for in a short time. ”

Adding messages in the patient diary
Most of the participants preferred the way 
of adding messages by providing the diary 
entry layout since it streamlined the user flow 
and reduced the time burden. 
“I personally like the way you add a message 
by filling the layout instead of talking to the 
system and following step by step. It saves a 
lot of time and it streamlines the process of 
adding a message in the diary. ”

One-third of the participants used the 
“recommended diary theme” section to start 
adding a message. They thought that by 
choosing one of the general subjects they 
could clearly know what to write and start 
writing quickly instead of using the “add 
messages” section, which is easier and 

shown in Table X. Then an interview will be 
conducted to gather their feedback and 
deeper insights about the application. 

Figure 47: Attributes measured after each task & final 
questionaire
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helpful. 
“I like the recommended diary theme section. 
It is clear and intuitive to me because I could 
easily know what I can write in the patient 
diary. And it can jump to the Add Messages 
section by just clicking on the icon.”

However,  some terminology seemed 
confusing for some participants, such as 
“add new patient’s diary”. Some of the 
participants misunderstood this word and 
they thought it was the function to add 
new messages in the patient diary, which 
influenced the participants’ experiences such 
as the score of the attributes “confusing-
clear” and “cumbersome-straightforward”. 
The misunderstanding terminology is revised 
after the evaluation. Also, they explained it 
was confusing to choose one of the patient 
diaries and then add messages instead of 
adding messages directly. One participant 
explained that it would be easier to have 
some needed information in the diary entry 
layout, such as the patient’s name and the 
general diary subjects. 

Assisting in the diary writing
Since the prototype did not provide actual 
access to the ChatGPT-based assistant, it 

was difficult for participants to reflect on 
the usefulness of the assistant. Therefore, 
participants could only experience the user 
flow of the assistant with task 3 and score 
based on their experiences.  

Half of the participants were not aware of the 
ChatGPT-based assistant besides the diary 
entry layout at first. 3 participants thought 
the assistant would be shown in the side 
feature bar instead of in the “Add messages” 
section. When guidance was provided by 
the researcher, participants replied it was 
logical that the assistant is a part of the “Add 
messages” section and they suggested that a 
hint or notification would be better for them 
to notice the ChatGPT-based assistant and 
then interact with it. 

The participants were positive about the 
functions of the ChatGPT-based assistant as 
they were intuitive and relevant for supporting 
their diary writing. Most participants stated 
that the way of requesting suggestions in 
Post-ICU Diary was inconvenient, as they had 
to follow the directions and sometimes they 
found it difficult to get useful suggestions in 
a short time. These participants experienced 
the Patient Diary Toolkit significantly more 

practical than the situation in Post-ICU Diary. 

However, about a third of the participants 
felt confused at first when they were aware 
of the three templates in the dialogue. 
They stated that it took some time to read 
the directions from the assistant, which 
increased their time burden and cognitive 
burden. 3 participants were doubtful of the 
reliability of the responses and the content 
of the responses from ChaGPT by using the 
templates as the templates were structured 
and the responses may be similar, which 
influenced the practicability of this assistant.
“The trust issues of ChatGPT should be 
considered since you cannot just adopt the 
results from it. You still have to check it by 
yourself. ”
“The responses  f rom GPT wou ld  be 
similar every time you use the template. 
The templates would be helpful for non-
experience nurses. But if they are familiar 
with the working process of diary writing and 
they already know how GPT can help them, 
will GPT still contribute to their diary writing? 
”
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Overall
When looking at the averages per task, it 
suggested that the Patient Diary Toolkit was 
experienced more positively than the Post-
ICU Diary. Since these two alternatives were 
new to the participants, they were slightly 
overwhelmed at the beginning of the testing. 
When getting familiar with the interface and 
experiencing it with three types of tasks, they 
explained getting used to the interface and 
being familiar with the main functionalities, 
led to higher scores. 

Looking at  the resul ts  f rom the f inal 
questionnaire, the interface was easily 
l ea rnab le  and  i t  was  con f i rmed  by 
participants stating that the interface came 
across as intuitive and logical. 
All the participants agreed that the Patient 
Diary Toolkit has future potential. The 
participants thought this application could 
support non-experienced users in getting 
familiar with the working process of using 
the patient diary as well as writing the 
diary. However, whether the ChatGPT is a 
trustworthy technology in the field of ICU 
should be discussed further. 
“Incorporating chatGPT is very practical and 
the ChatGPT session can be up-to-date, this 
will give the application more power in the 
future.” Figure 48: Average scores per task

Figure 49: Final questionnaire scores - AttrakDiff
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Figure 50: Final questionnaire scores - General

8.4 Expert interviews

Purpose
After the evaluation with users on campus, 
I expect to conduct several expert interviews 
regarding the interfaces, interactions and the 
ChatGPT-based assistant. The evaluation 
could benefit a lot from the expert's point of 
view since they could be stakeholders in the 
whole system related to the design. 

To get more comprehensive expert feedback, 
the developers of the Post-ICU Diary from 
Games for Health and the healthcare 
professionals from Erasmus were invited 
to this expert interview. The former could 
provide useful advice on how to make the 
interactions of the ChatGPT-based assistant 
more fluid and user-friendly by comparing 
it with the Post-ICU Diary. While the latter 
could provide some improvements from 
healthcare professionals’ perspectives and 
validate the possibility of the practicability for 
non-experienced ICU nurses. 

Methodology
The expert interviews were conducted 
online in the Teams. All experts were 
given the prototype, explaining the whole 
functionalities the design could realise. 
Then they were allowed to experience the 

prototype. 

The interviews were conducted in two parts, 
firstly with healthcare professionals and 
secondly with the developers of the Post-
ICU Diary. The interview is semi-structured, 
and due to the different expertise of the 
interviewees, questions will also be designed 
accordingly. 

Experts
Margo van Mol
Margo van Mol has worked in the ICU for 
almost 30 years as a clinical nurse. She 
holds an MSc in Health Psychology and 
epidemiology. Margo currently undertakes 
a post-doc fellowship in the ICU of EMC, 
an academic hospital in Rotterdam. Her 
research interests focus on the emotional 
impact of the ICU on patients and their 
relatives and the well-being of healthcare 
professionals.

Carola Schol
Carola Schol is a nurse researcher and 
PhD candidate in EMC. She has worked 
as an ICU nurse for about 16 years and 
then became a nurse researcher for about 
one and a half years, focusing on the 
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implementation of the ICU digital diary 
among ICU nurses in EMC. 

Simone Coenen 
Simone Coenen is the project manager from 
Games for Health, which is the company 
developing the Post-ICU Diary. She has 
worked on the implementation and activation 
of the Post-ICU Diary in Dutch hospitals 
since 2022. Currently, 15 hospitals in the 
Netherlands are using Post-ICU and another 
15 have been contracted. Additionally, 20-
30 hospitals are currently in the process of 
acquiring Post-ICU. 

Werner Rutten 
Werner Rutten is the software architect 
from Games for Health. His main role is 
the technical developer of Whappbot in 
customer projects and the software developer 
of the Post-ICU Diary. He has plenty of 
experience in programming language and 
structured conversation language. 

Valerie van der Looij 
Valerie van der Looij is the manager of 
Communication and Content in the project 
of Post-ICU Diary. She mainly researches the 
effects of artificial intelligence and specific 

language use of chatbots on people, and 
whether it is possible to provide a user-
friendly solution between a person and a 
chatbot. 

Figure 50: Screenshot of expert interviews
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Results & Discussion
The strengths and weaknesses of the design 
are discussed in the following sections. 

Practicability for non-experienced nurses
I have discussed with experts from EMC, 
whether they feel this design would be 
practical or not both for the nurses’ diary 
writing and the implementation of the digital 
diary. The feedback was mainly positive and 
they mentioned that nurses would lack the 
experience and they will need guidance at 
the beginning of using the digital diary. They 
stated that this design not only validates 
the functions of the Post-ICU Diary but 
also provides a personalised AI assistant 
to support non-experienced nurses. For 
example, the “Recommended diary theme” 
section in the dashboard view was said to be 
helpful and practical for nurses to know what 
they should write in the patient diary. The 
functions and corresponding templates of the 
ChatGPT-based assistant streamline the user 
flow and offer comprehensive responses for 
nurses, reducing their time burden and effort 
burden. There is, however, some specific 
feedback on the content of the responses. 
They expected the diary entry to be a day-to-
day account of what happened to the patient 

during their ICU stay, rather than a structured 
record of daily events. Most of the responses 
fed by the ChatGPT assistant seem to be 
structured as the prompts have already been 
set up, which affects the practicability of the 
assistant on some levels. 

Compared with the Post-ICU Diary
As the experts from Game for Health are 
currently working on the validation of the 
Post-ICU Diary and are also thinking about 
how ChatGPT could contribute to the 
digital diary, the interview was conducted to 
gather feedback from their perspectives by 
comparing the final design with the Post-ICU 
Diary. 

During the interviews, almost all the experts 
were positive about the interface and the 
interactions of this design. Regarding the 
main functionalities of the design, there are 
some differences between their feedback 
and the feedback from EMC. As for the 
interactions of reviewing the diary and 
adding messages, the experts from EMC 
gave positive feedback on the diary entries 
that were distinguished by different icons and 
colours, and the way of adding messages by 
using the diary entry layout. However, experts 

from Games for Health stated that adding 
messages in a conversational way could 
provide a human-like experience for users, 
which is more user-friendly to some users. 

Almost all the experts from Game for Health 
expressed their interest in this ChatGPT-
based assistant and praised it. The functions 
and the corresponding templates were said 
to be practical for non-experienced nurses 
in EMC. Their main concern is what is the 
boundaries of this ChatGPT-based assistant, 
what it can achieve and what it can not. 
Also, whether patients’ data privacy can be 
guaranteed when using the ChatGPT is what 
they thought should be considered most. 
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Summary of the Work
In this chapter, conclusions regarding the overall project are 
presented. Limitations and recommendations for future are also 
presented as a reference for those who would like to further 
research. And personal reflection is included in this chapter. 

09
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9.1 Conclusions

Summary of the work

This project starts with the assignment to 
explore the possibilities of the ChatGPT 
for ICU digital diary thus supporting ICU 
nurses’ diary writing and the implementation 
of digital diary in EMC. To reach that goal, 
the project was divided into four phases, 
including contextual is ing, analys ing, 
designing and implementing. 

In the contextualising phase, the literature 
review, observation and user interviews were 
conducted to dive deeper into the project. 
The literature review provided an overview 
of the current state of the ICU patient 
diary, the context of the diary in EMC, and 
ChatGPT’s inspirations and opportunities. 
The observation and user interviews gain a 
deeper understanding of the current nurses’ 
workflow, nurses’ challenges, needs and 
expectations regarding patient diary writing. 
It highlighted nurses’ need for patient 
information visualisation and guidance 
in their diary wri t ing. These research 
activities led to the design goal “Design 
an application that involves visualising the 
patient’s information in the nurse’s workflow, 
reminding nurses to complete the diary and 
introducing a ChatGPT-based solution in 
the working process of writing the diary, thus 

supporting the implementation of digital 
diary in the current nurse system.”

Based on the design goal, a web application 
- Patient Diary Toolkit - was designed and 
developed through three rounds of design 
iterations. There are basically four main 
functionalities in this design: reviewing the 
patient diary, adding messages, diary tracker 
and ChatGPT-based assistant supporting 
nurses’ diary writing. 

Th i s  des ign  was  eva lua ted  w i th  15 
participants on campus, with the aim of 
getting insights from users’ perspectives 
about the usability and the user experience 
o f  t h e  d e s i gn .  I n  add i t i o n ,  e x pe r t 
interviews were conducted with healthcare 
professionals from EMC and developers of 
the Post-ICU Diary from Game for Health, 
gathering comprehensive experts’ opinions 
on the design. The results of the evaluation 
show that the interface is intuitive and easy 
to understand, and the introduction of the 
ChatGPT-based assistant offers a practical 
solution for supporting nurses’ diary writing. 
However, there are some aspects that need 
to be discussed for further development. 
For example, the responses from ChatGPT 

seem to be similar and structured when 
using the prompt templates all the time. The 
boundaries of ChatGPT should be clarified 
and the patients’ data privacy should 
be guaranteed when using the ability of 
ChatGPT. 

In conclusion, the project achieved the 
goal of designing and evaluating a web 
application for supporting ICU nurses in 
their diary writing. The interfaces and the 
interactions were intuitive and easy to 
understand. By introducing the ChatGPT-
based assistant, it combines ChatGPT’s 
ability with the current work process of digital 
diary, which seems to be able to support ICU 
nurses’ diary writing and the implementation 
of the digital diary more smoothly in the 
context of EMC. In short, the Patient Diary 
Toolkit is a good start to support non-
experienced ICU nurses in diary writing and 
promote the implementation of the diary in 
the current nurses’ workflow. 
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9.2 Limitations 9.3 Recommendations for future

While this project brings valuable insights, 
it is essential to acknowledge the limitations 
t ha t  i n f l u en ced  t h e  ou t comes  and 
conclusions. 

One of the limitations is the time restrictions. 
Due to the time restrictions, this project was 
conducted in a relatively short period and 
there might be some aspects that could not 
be explored in as much depth as desired, 
which influenced the comprehensive of the 
design. Another important limitation is the 
user testing in the evaluation phase. Due to 
the accessibility of the ICU nurses from EMC 
and the language barriers, the evaluation 
test was conducted with 15 students from TU 
Delft with different educational backgrounds. 
Almost all of them do not know the workflow 
of nurses at first and are familiar with the 
work process of ChatGPT, which might 
be different from the profile of ICU nurses 
in EMC and influence the outcomes. Last 
but not least, the integration of ChatGPT 
technology with the digital diary still needs to 
be improved, determining the boundaries of 
ChatGPT and ensuring data privacy. 

Further Research: future research could 
focus on exploring the use of ChatGPT 
to provide personalised suggestions or 
content of diary entries to the nurses, 
rather than providing structured prompt 
templates. It could also explore other 
methods of designing the prompt templates 
and obtaining the responses that fit the 
expectations of EMC. 

Optimisations the ChatGPT-based 
assistant: the functionalities of the ChatGPT 
assistant could be optimised considering 
the security of patient information in the 
diary entry. For example, the function of 
rephrasing the language style requires 
the diary entry, which carries the risk of 
compromising privacy. Therefore, it could 
be better to request informed consent from 
users before this functionality or remove it. 

Future-focused solution: ChatGPT 
offers a great head start for supporting 
non-experienced nurses and it can build a 
basis for generating the suggestions or the 
content of diary entries. However, as the 
nurses become familiar with the working 
process of the diary, how ChatGPT assistant 
could contribute to them is an important 

topic that should be discussed further. More 
research will be needed to explore how this 
technology brings potential value in the field 
of ICU. 

User experience improvement: some 
users expressed their concerns about the 
conflicts between the diary entry layout 
and the ChatGPT-based assistant, as they 
expected to access these two sections in 
one interface, which streamlines the process 
of using the assistant. This problem can 
be easily solved by presenting the assistant 
next to the layout instead of clicking and 
then jumping onto the page of the assistant. 
The corresponding interactions could also 
be changed to provide more convenient 
experiences. For example, by entering some 
keywords in the “Message” module some 
suggestions will appear in the working area 
as a reference for users, which is more 
convenient and quicker than the actions of 
copying and pasting.  
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9.4 Personal Refletions

Looking back to the whole journey of this 
graduation project, it has been a remarkable 
learning experience for me and I would like 
to reflect on myself during the past 6 months. 
I would say that my graduation project was 
the most challenging project I have worked 
on so far. I met difficulties, and unexpected 
situations, and went back and forth but I 
have to say that I have learned a lot from 
this challenging and meaningful journey. 

Being the first time in a medisign project, I 
started with totally no idea of ICUs. One of 
the difficult parts is that nurses only offer the 
physical diary to patients’ families and the 
work process of the ICU diary is not involved 
with nurses in EMC, which was different from 
what I had envisaged. Therefore, I went back 
and conducted the literature review on the 
pilot research on nurses’ experience before 
the implementation of the Post-ICU Diary in 
EMC and the situation of using the digital 
diary in other hospitals as a reference. Based 
on that, I clarified the research questions in 
the user research and conducted relevant 
activities to dive deeper into the nurses’ 
challenges and needs. I was struggling to 
find a way to analyse what I got from the 
user research and finally mapped out the 

insights with some supportive literature. 
Through the user research, with observations 
in the nurse station and all interviews with 
nurses, I gradually gained more knowledge 
abou t  nu r s e s ’  wo r k f l ow  and  many 
assumptions regarding the work process of 
the ICU diary before starting the project were 
answered. 

Another di f f icul ty  I  encountered was 
exploring the possibilities of the ChatGPT. 
Since I did not have much project experience 
working on AI technology, I immersed myself 
deeply in literature research and I could not 
start the design phase as early as I planned. 
Moreover, there was not a lot of literature 
on ChatGPT in the field of ICU and it took 
some time to conclude the insights from the 
literature about different medical fields with a 
limited time. The functions the ChatGPT can 
provide in the final design are not just limited 
to this. There are still more possibilities that 
can be explored in the next step.

During the phase of concept development, 
as an Integrated Product Design(IPD) student, 
I initially had limited experience in interface 
design, which I was stressed out and anxious 
at the beginning, worrying about my limited 

ability collided with my perfectionism. 
Thankfully, the application was designed and 
iterated through three rounds of tests with 
the help of design students and experts from 
EMC, who gave me helpful and professional 
feedback from their perspectives and never 
spared compliments on what I did. 

I t has been a transformative learning 
exper ience for  me as  my bachelor ' s 
background is material engineering which 
is quite different from design. My master's 
journey has not only broadened my design 
knowledge but also enhanced my skills 
in this area, including medical design 
knowledge, interface design, prototyping, 
user evaluations, and AI technology. This is 
the end of my journey as a design student 
and the beginning of my transition from 
material engineering to design. I really 
appreciate the journey of being a design 
student and working on this challenging 
project in the past half year. The future 
career of being a designer is unknown but I 
am quite excited about it!
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